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The present paper investigates conditions under'which immunological memory can
be maintained by·stimulatory idiotypic network interactions. The paper was moti·
vated by the work of (De Boer & Hogeweg, 1989h, BulL math. Bioi. 51, 381-408.)
which claimed that Jdiotypic memory is not· possible because of percolation within
the network.

Here we reinvestigate the issue ~f percolation using both the previous modela.nd
a sbnplerone(Weisbuch, 1990,1. theor. BioL 143, 50:1;-522.) that allows analytic
analysis. 'We focus.on.network topologies in;which·each Abl is. connected to several.
Ab2s; which. in tum; are connected. to several Ab3s. It is demonstrated that, for a
consideralJle range of p~rameter~,both models account for the existence of localized
memory-states in which only the Abl' and the'Ab2 clones 'are activated and, the
clones of the Ab3 level remain virgin.

The existence of localized memory-states seems to contradict the previous percola
tion result. This discrepancy will be shown to depend on the system dynamics. By
simulation we explore the parameter regi,mes for which one finds percolation and
those for which loca}izedmemory-statesexists. We show that the conditions required
for att~i~ing'thelocalizedmemory-state are considerably morestrihgent than those
required 'for its existe'rice and loc~ilstabi1ity.·Weconclude that both locali~edmemory
and percolation are possible in ,stimulatory idiotypic.· networks.

1. Introduction

One of the most striking features of the immune system is its ability to respond in
an enhan'ced manner to antigens· which it has previously seen. This phenomenoq is
called immune memory (or simply immunity) and is the ratio,nale behind vaccination.
Despite the fact that vaccination has been usedfor 200 years, the cellul~ror molecular
basis of memory remains an open, question. The hypoth~sis that we focus on here
is that immunological memory is a dynamical consequence, of ne~work interactions.
The opposing view is that memory is due to the persistence of long·lived memory
cells, antigen, and/or circulating antibodies.

Jerne (1974) postulated that· the immune system functions as a network with· a
complexity'comparable to that of the neural network. The idea of an immune
network is based upon "'idiotypicU interactions between lymphocytes expressing
receptors"of complementary shapes. In this view, antigen is recognized by clones
called Abl, which in turn interact witQ clones called Ab2, which in tum interact
with other clones denoted Ab3, and so on. Jerne postulated that the network is
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maintained in a steady-state due to a combination of stimulatory and suppressive
interactions between clones. To ensure homeostasis suppression was proposed to
be the dominating influence. In this view, perturbation of the network with antigen
would release clones from network suppression. If after the r~sponse, the network
settled down to a new steady-state in which these clones were more responsive to
antigen, immunological memory would result. Mathematical studies of Jerne's ideas
followed rapidly (Hoffmann, 1975; Richter, 1975). Both adopted the Hrelease of
suppression'" idea, and both demonstrated the existence of several attractors corre
sponding to states of immunity or suppression.

Richter (1975, 1978) su'ggested the idea of a chain reaction. If an antigen stimulates
clones Abl, which in turn stimulate clones Ab2, and so on, a chain, reaction could
occur in which the response to antigen could activate the entire immune system.
Having suppression' dominate stimulation, as postulated by Jerne, was meant to
cure this potential problem. However, if·Richter's model is extended with a small
source and a decay term, chain reactions can occur· despite the dominance of
suppression (Hiernaux, 1977; and ,?url1,npublished results).

Hoffmann et ala (Hoffmann~ 1975, 1979, 1980; Gunther & HoffIIl':1nn, 1982;
Hoffmannet al., 1988)"'also developed Urelease· of su,ppressionn

mQdels~ The .. 1;>asic
idea of,these models is to consider. only the Abl and the· Ab2 .populations, .which
were call~d hplus": and' h minus'\Themodelaccoul1ts for four attractors in each of
which_the~degreeofsuppression between the plus and minus clones'diffe-rs. Because
these models only considered the· QJ ~,~_. ~g.4Jh~,_!lt.i~J~~ ,~~~()I1.~,~:~~~'illE~a.~~i()Jls .. '.\'~~e
not possible. The extension'of these models into,netw~)rk-s'involving~a farge- Ii-umber
of clonesiscurrently,being.(developed;(Hoffmannet:,al., 1-988)..

A new class'ofhetworkmodels has been developed by De Boer (1988), Perelson
(1988, 1989a), Varela e't ale (1988)", De Boer & Hogeweg (1989a, b, c), De Boer et
al. (1990), and Weist>uch (1990). These mode,lsrely only UPCl~ stimylatory network

. interaetions;a decrease in the amplitude of stim;ulatiqll plays the role of suppressIon.
Stimulatory interactions can also account for dynamic memory. Reciprocal stimula
tion between Ab 1 and Ab2 clones maintain an elevated level of Ab 1 clones triggered
by antigen. This paper will address Richter's potential chain reaction in these models.

One can either use percolation theory (Perelson, 1989a, b) or theory of random
graphs (DeBoer '&,,'Hogeweg, 1989b) to show that the graph representing the
connections 'in an idiotypic network probably is one large, connected component.
Hence, if a chain reaction develops it is expected to affect the entire network.
Additionally, the prevention of the chain reaction can only come from the dynamical
interactions between the clones., and not from tpe topology.

The problem ofimmunity:andthe chain reaction in:networks with only stimulatory
interactions was analyzed by De Boer (1988, 1989) and De Boer & Hogeweg
(1989a, b, c). These authors first showed that a stimulatory idiotypic interaction
between an Abl and an Ab2 clone accounts for a stable immune~state in which an
elevated Ab2 clone maintains the stimulation of an even larger Ab i.clone (De Boer,
1988; De Boer & Hogeweg, i989a). Then they went on to show that if theAb2
clone is to maintain the proliferation of the Abl clones, it is also exp~ct~d to
stimulate clones on the Ab3 level ~De Boer, 1989; De Boer & Hogeweg, 1989b).
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The Ab3 clones in tum activate the Ab4.·1evel, and so~n.. They ident,~fied this as
the upercolation problemn, and argued thatidiotypic memory should not be possible.

This percolation problem was subsequently investigated by Weisbuch (1989, 1990).
First, he showed that discrete threshold automata, that have simple suppressive and
stimulatory idiotypic interactio,ns'3:s inputs, account for organized behavior provided
the network is sufficiently dilute (Weisbuch; 1989). These simple networks remain
functio'nally disconnected into quasi-independent subunits. This would solve the
percolation problem. Second, he analysed a piece-wise .linear form of DeBoer &

, Hogeweg's model.. Analytical results showed that whenever the connection strength
between the Ab2 ,and ·Ab3 clones rel11ained sufficiently w~ak, percolation did. not
occur and memory remained localized with only. clones at the Ab 1 and Ab2 levels
activated (Weisbuch, 1990).

The present paper, motiyated by a confrontation of the opposite conclusions
reached by, De ,Boer & Hogeweg(percolation) and Weisbuch (localization), resolves
the issue. We show that,both· views. a.re correct: a network cangen~ratelocalized

memory in sornepararneter regim~s,while in other parameter regimes percolation
destroys the re;lsonable·dynamic beha.vior of the network.

We examine the possibility of idiotypic memory in situations wh'ere each clone
has. several idiotypic interactions with other clones. This we believe is indicative of
the general biological situation. FollowingWeisbuch (1990), we introduce a piece
wise-linear ~xpression that describes the rate of proliferation of a clone. This function
allo~s us to',derive algebraic conqitions for the existence of stable localized memory.
The;r~~isten~~ of localized memory is then verified for the more "'biological"· model
(De !Iloer, 1988; DeBoer & Hogeweg, 1989a, b)in which a log bell-shaped activation

, function is used. It .will be shown that depending upon parameter settings both
localized memory and per'celation are·possibleinthismodel. We thus conclude that
idiotypic network models based upon stimulatory interactions can enclode immuno
logical memory.

2. Simple Stimulatory Network Models

We' (DeBoer, 1988~ De Boer & Hogeweg, 1989a, b; Weisbuch, 1990) have
previously proposed two very similar models .. The models specify clones of B
lymphocytes that (1) are formed in the bone marrow, (2) proliferate due to idiotypic
stimulation, and (3) die in the periphery. For each clone .... j'" we consider the total
amount of anti-idiotypic stimulation as a linear combination of all other clones "'"j .....
We call hi the field of clone Xi :

h; = L iij:l:j,
j

( 1)

where iij specifies the affinity between clone X; and Xj. For reasons of simplicity,
iij = 0 (no interaction) or 1 (maximum interaction) here. The distribution of zero'ts
and one·s in the J matrix defines the topology of the netwo~k. Although we envisage
the influence of clone j on clone i to be mediated by antibody, we do not explicitly
include antibody in this model.
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(2)

The clone sizes change in time according to the system of differential equations:

dx·d/= S+ xi[f(h,) - ,u],

where s is the source of cells from the bone marrow·, the function f(h;) defines the
rate of proliferation, and J.L specifies the· rate of cell death.

1)1e functionf(h i ) is non-negative. The model thus only incorporates the possibil
ity of cell growth due to idiotypic interactions. Nevertheless, we describe f( hi) as
having both a stimulatory and a suppressive part. Within the stimulatory part
increasing the idiotypic field· increases proliferation; within the suppressive part
increasing the field decreases proliferation. Similar dose response curves are found
in receptor crosslinking (Perelson, 1984). We here use a piecewise linear and a log
bell-shapedf(h;) function (see Fig. 1). Both'have athreshold for activation (i.e. 81)

and one for suppression (i.e. 82/2 'or 82). The piecewise linear function facilitates
mathematical treatment, the log bell-shaped function is more realistic and allows
us to test the robustness of the results obtained with the piecewise linear function.

Figure l(a) displays the piecewise linear function which has four regions

o if h s 91

h - 91 if 9. < h $.92/2f(h) = (3)
92 - 9. - h if 9'1/2 < h s 92 - (Jl·

o if h> 82 - 81

This, function is very similar to the one defined previously by Weisbuch (1990).
However, the previous function did not incorporate the fourth., zero region.

Figure l(b) displays the 'log bell-shaped f(h) function~ with a maximum rate of
proliferation p.. This function was defined previously by De Boer (1988) and De

f(1J ) (0) f(h) (bl

P

y= f(h)

~ J-LI

~IN 1!.
2

fL
Y=}J-

8t 8? 82-8, 8, vB,82 82

2

11 log 11

FIG. 1. Graphs of the piecewise linear (a) and the log bell-shaped (b) proliferation function J(1) vs.
h (eqns (3) and (4)]. h is the field acting upon the clone due to idiotypic stimulation. f (h) is the rate
of proliferation per cell per day. Equilibria involving proliferation are close to the intersections of
y =f{ h) and y = J.L (see the text).
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Boer &. Hogeweg ·(1989a). It is based upon the product of two functions, one
increasing from· zero to one, and onedecreasmgfrom one tozero,withhalfsaturation
constants 81 and 62 , respectively. For 82 » 81 , thisf(h) function can be approximated
by its ascending or stimulating part for h« 82 , and by its descending part for h » 81 •

When f (h)· is· plotted vs. log·h it is bell-shaped and symmetric around its maximum
ath =J 8182 • The log bell-shaped function is:

(4)

The piecewise linear and the log bell-shaped functions are not meant to be direct
analogs of one another, they have different heights and characteristic widths. But
as we show in the next section, they generate the same types of steady-state behavior.

3. Two Clone Results

We here summarize previous results (De Boer~ 1988; De Boer & Hogeweg, 1989a;
Weisbuch, 1990). In the absence of idiotypic interactions (i.e. hi = 0) the differential
eqn (2) has one stable equilibrium. This is the virgin-state located at

S
Xi=-·

J.L
(5)

If :iwo virgin clones connected by an idiotypic interaction are to remain virgin the
following condition must hold:

(6)

When clones are proliferating~ i.e. Xi » s/ J.L, we can easily predict their equilibrium
value by neglecting, in a first approximation, the source term. This makes sense
biologically because for each clone then~mberof,cells supplied by the bone marrow
should be small· compared to 'the number generated by the proliferation of a
stimulated clone. With s = 0, prolife,rating clones can be in equilibrium only if
proliferation and decay balance, i.e. if

f(h)=ji.. (7)

Examining the curves y =f (h) and y = JL in Fig. 1, one observes that these curves
intersect twice, i.e. once in the stimulatory and once in the suppressive region of
f(h).This corresponds to two possible equilibrium-states for each clone. We call
the equilibrium in the stimulatory region the immune-state; in this state further
activation increases proliferation. We call the equilibrium in the suppressive region
the suppressed-state; here the clone is partially suppressed, i.e. further activation
decreases proliferation. Thus, depending on the field value (hi)' there are three
different equilibria for each clone: virgin, immune and suppressed.
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The location of these equilibria in the plane of the two populations (Xl and X2)

is shown in Fig. 2. Only three equilibrium configurations among the five intersections
are stable:

-one attractor in which both clones are in the virgin-st.~~e [eqn (5)];
-two attractors, one with clone Xl in the immune-state and X2 in the s.uppressed-

state and the other with X2 in the immune-state and Xl in the suppressed-state
[both satisfy eqn (7)].

States with both clones immune or both suppressed are unstable. Figure 2 shows
that both models [i.e. eqn (3) and eqn (4)] have these same types of equilibrium
states.

604020o

20

60 r+- -~-__--.....,

40

FIG. 2. Trajectories (light lines starting with an arrowhead) and nullclines (heavy lines) of the idiotypic
interaction between two clones, XI and x~, for the picewise linear (a) and the log bell-shaped (b) f(h)
function respectively. The trajectories settle into the virgin, the immune, and the suppressed attractors
for Xl. Two. trajectories starting at the diagonal line XI =.~ seem to settle into one of the two unstable
intersects of the null clines. However, due to the instability they both escape, and settle into the
immune-state of Xl. Parameter setting in(a): s = 10,81 = 10,82 =50, J.L =2~ in (b): s = 1, 81 = 10-\ fJ~ = 104

,

P = 1, IJ. =0·5. Isoclines and numerical integration was performed by means of GRIND (De Boer~ 1983).

4. Topology of Interactions in Large Networks

Let us now consider the dynamics of a network composed of a large number of
interacting clones which obey eqn (2).

Consider a random net\vork with an average of m connections per clone. Such
a network can be approximated by a lattice in which each clone has exactly m
connections. Such lattices are called Bethe lattices, and m is called the co-ordination
number. In this paper we consider for simplicity only the situation where introduction
of an antigen elicits a response from only a· single clone. The introduction of such
an antigen selects this clone as a root from where stimulation will spread over the
lattice. This root is called the Abl clone. The presence of a root converts the lattice
into a tree like structure called a Cayley tree with each node having degree m. We
plot a number of different Cayley trees in Fig. 3(b).

The tree topology does not take into account the possible existence of loops in
the net. However, this is of no importance when the sub-net of excited clones does
not contain loops. If short loops exist, the mathematical treatment given here has
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FIG. 3. Network topologies. (a) The symmetric linear .~bl, ... , Abn chain. (b) Cayley tree topologies
with respectively 1, 2., and 3 symmetric connections per clone. The darkened circle, Ab 1, is the root of
the chain in (a) and each tree in (b).

to be slightly modified (see section 7), but the t;onclusion concerning the possible
existence of localized memory in some range of parameters remains the same.

Consider a Cayley tree in which each clone has m neighbors. The fields of clones
Ab 1, Ab2, Ab3 are

h~=xt+(m-l)x3'

h3=x2+(m-l)x4 •

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)
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hi = X;-l+(m -1)Xi+ 1 , i> 1. (9)

Anticipating our later results, we point out the importance of having a branching
tree rather than the commonly used sequence Ab 1~Ab2~Ab3~Ab4... displayed
in Fig. 3(a). To obtain immunity, we require that clone Ab2 strongly stimulates Abl
so as to excite it into the immune region. Concomitantly, to avoid percolation, we
require the stimulation of Ab3 by Ab2 to be sufficiently weak that Ab3 is not excited.
For this to occur, h) must be smaller than h t , which, according to eqns (Sa) and
(Sc), is only possible if m is strictly larger than one (if m = 1, h) = ht). For the
commonly used sequence displayed in Fig. 3(a), hI = X2, h2= X2 + x), h) = X2 + X4 •

The field hI cannot be larger than h); thus localized memory is not possible in this
case.

Note that although all idiotypic interactions are symmetric (Le. all iij = ~i)' antigen
generates an asymmetry between the Abl and Ab2 level (Le. one Abl interacts with
m Ab2s).

s. A Simple Piecewise Linear Three Species System

Let us search for solutions to eqn (2) which display localized memory around
Ab 1. In order for the memory to be localized, we look for solutions in which all
populations above the Ab2 level are in the virgin-state (Le. Xi = sl J.L, for i = 3,
4, ... , n). The model then reduces to

dX t
dt=:=s+xl[f(mX2)~JL], (10)

:~2=S+X2[f(Xl+(m:l)s)-J£J. (11)

If solutions to eqns (10) and (11) can be found with x:! sufficiently small to
maintain X3 in the virgin-state, then we have found a localized memory-state.
According to the sizes of the fields acting on x 1 and X:h relative to the two thresholds
()1 and 8~/2, the Xl - x:! plane can be divided into 16 regions in each of which f is
a linear function of Xl and X:!. In the solution that we are looking for, Ab 1 should
suppress the proliferation of the Ab2s, whereas the Ab2s should sustain the prolifer
ation of Abl. In these regions the f function of the Abl is h - 8 t , and that of the
Ab2 is 82 -81 -h[eqn (3)]. Equations (10) and (11) then simplify into

dX 1 ,
dt=s+X1(mx2-8), (12)

where

(13)

and
(m -l)s

8" = ()~ - 81 - ' - J.L.
J.L

(14)
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(16)
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Linear analysis in the vicinity of the equilibrium point xt = 0 and X2 = 0 pnly involves
solving quadratic equations. The stationary point co-ordinates (Xt , X 2) are

s(1 + m)+ 6'8"+J[s(1 + m) - 8'8"]2 +4sm8'(J"
XI = 28' , (15a)

-s(1 + m) + 8'8"+J[s(1 + m) - (J'8,,]2+4smB'(J"
X 2 = 2mB" · (lSb)

Consider the case of a small source' (i.e. ms« 8'8"), which we consider the most
biologically meaningful. In this case, eqn (15) can be approximated by the following
series:

2
X "ms ms

1 == 8 +7+ 8,29"+·· .. '

8' s S2
X2 ==----"+---;-;;2+. · ..

m m6 88

Above we argued. that with a small source equilibrium was obtained when cell
proliferation and death balanced, i.e. f(h) == J.L [see eqn (7)]. This can now easily
be verified. For Abl, h t =mX2 • Thus ignoring terms of 0(5), j(h l )=j(8')=
f( 8} + JL), which equals JL by eqn (3). Similarly for Ab2 , h2 =Xl + (m - 1)s/ ).L =
82 -81 - j.L. Again, by'eqn (3), !(h2 ) = j.L, assuming 82 - 81 - J.L > 82/2.

Local stability ana~ysis determines whether this Xl - X 2 equilibrium is stable. The
partial derivatives of.eqns (12) and (13) give the Jacobian matrix

[
mX2 - 8.' mXI ] • ( 18)
. -X2 fJ"-X I

The eigenvalues A obey the characteristic equation

A2+ A(fJ' -mXz+ X I - 8")+X t 8'+ mX28"- 8'8"= 0,

with solutions to order s

-s(mfJ" + 8') 1f\i7W[ (m -1 )s]
A = ± iv 88" 1+ .

'% 28'8" 28' 8"

(19)

(20)

The eigenvalues have a small negative real part. The imaginary part is large. We
conclude that the stationary point [eqns (14) and (15)] is an attractor, and that the
slow convergence towards the attractor is oscillatory. Trajectories are very similar
to those in Fig. 2(a) (in wbich m = 1).

To conclude that we have found a localized memory-state we need to verify that
the attractor is indeed in the correct region of the Xl - Xz plane and that X 3 remains
virgin. Since Ab2 should be suppressed we require ~8z < h2 < 82 - 81 , or

82 > 2(81 + ).L).

Since Ab3 should remain. virgin, we require h3 < 81 , or

(m -1)s
X 2 + <81 •

).L

(21 )

(22)
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(23)

Using eqn (17) this can be approximated by

p,. ms
--+-<91 •
m-l ~

This condition implies that ms/~ < 9}, Le. a virgin clone surrounded by m virgin
neighbors should not be exposed to a field larger than 8}. The other inequalities
that ensure that Abl should remain immune, i.e. 8} < hi < 82/2, are less restrictive
and are therefore omitted. In conclusion, we end up with two parameter conditions
[eqns (21) and (23)]. for the existence of a stable equilibrium in which Abl is kept
immune by Ab2s under conditions where Ab3 remains virgin.

Immunologically, both conditions seem likely to be fulfilled since the threshold
for suppression should be much larger than that for stimulation [i.e. 82 » 81 , condi
tion (21)] and since the source of cells from the bone marrow [s, condjtion (23)]
is small for each clone. The model thus accounts for a localized memory-state in a
wide range of parameter settings.

The equilibrium eqns (16) "and (17) were verified numerically by starting close to
the predicted equilibrium. Parameter values that do not obey the i'nequalities (21)
and (23):ihdeed fail to give rise to localized memory. :---

6. The Log Bell-shaped Activation Function

The piecewise linear function [eqn (3)] is only a useful mathematical approxima
tion. Two of its unrealistic features, require verification~which can be done by using
the log bell-shaped function [eqn (4)]. The·fact that·the equilibrium derived :above
[Le. eqns (14) and (15)] is stable might depend on the assumption that below 8.
proliferation is exactly zero (Fig. 1). A smooth transition from zero to slow prolifer
ation might destablize the virgin-state of an Ab3. Secondly, an artefact of the
piecewise linear function is that cells may proliferate very fast, since the maximum
of the function is determined by 81 and 92 •

For the bell~shapedfunction it is relatively easy to find realistic p'\rameter values.
B cells have a life-time of 1-2 days which corresponds to O·5~,u s; 1-0 day-I. Cell
division takes about 16 hr. Using the bell~shaped function the maximum net rate of
proliferation is p - J.L [see eqns(2) and (4)]. We therefore take 0·5 day-I as a typical
value of p - J.L. The production of naive B cells in the bone marrow is 106 _107 cells
day-I. Since this covers more than 106 different specificities, the source for each
clone, s, should be around one cell day-I. If 0·5 s; J.L :s 1·0 day-I the average virgin
clone size, sl,u, is about two cells, which is reasonable (Jerne, 1984). The two
thresholds (8} and ( 2) should· be several orders of magnitude apart to allow for
considerable clonal expansion [we generally choose for 81 = 102 and 82 = 10", see
e.g. Fig. 2(b)].

In analogy with the derivation of the algebraic conditions for the existence of
localized memory in the piecewise linear model~ we derive conditions for localized
memory in the log-bell-shaped model. For small s, approximate steady-state values
for XI and X1 are obtained at the intersections of the f(h) curves with J.L. Since
Ab2 is suppressed in the localized memory-state~h~» 81 , and we approximate J·(h 1>
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by its descending part, i.e.

where

Solving for Xl gives

h
-X (m-t)s

2- 1+ ·
JL

(24a)

(24b)

XI =(p - ~)82 _ (m -1)S. (24c)
JL JL

Similarly, since Abl is activated in the localized memory·state, h I « 82 , and we
approximate f(h,) by its ascending. part. Thus, at steady·state

hI
~=f(hl)=P-h--· 'where h1 =mX2 • (25a). 1+ 8,

.,. ".. :.. ., #". -of;·. .' .•.. -.. ... "II

Solving for X 2 we find that

Agai~~ the conditions for the existence of localized memory imply that Ab3 clones,
event~when stimulated, fail to proliferate. Thus, h3 < 81 and we approximate f(h 3 )

by its ascending part:

h3 (m-t)s
f(h 3 )=P-

h
--<J.L, where h3 =X2 + .
3+ 8• J.L

When eqn (25b) is substituted for X z we find,

(26)

(27)
mSJ-L
-<81 •

J-L (p-J.L)

Since J.L / ( P - J-L) is of order one, this is comparable to eqn (23), Le. it only requires
the existence of the virgin-state. The main result of the piecewise linear model, i.e.
the existence of the localized memory·state, can thus be generalized to the bell·
shaped model.

7. Networks with Short Loops

The above analysis should also apply to networks with short loops. To understand
this, consider the case of a periodic lattice· where each node has a co·ordination
number m. The fields on Abl and Ab3 are:

(28a)

(28b)
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where a < 1. On a square lattice, e.g. an Ab3 has either one or two Ab2 neighbors;
therefore a = O· 5 or O· 25. Since amx2 [eqn (28b)] is smaller than mX2 [eqn (28a)],
it is always possible to find a ra~ge of parameters such that hi is above 81 (and Xl

is excited), while h3 is below 81 (and X3 remains virgin).

8. Dynamic Analysis

The present results illustrating localized memory seem to contradict the previous
analysis in which the percolation problem was identified (De Boer & Hogeweg,
1989b). This is surprising since the previous analysis also included idiotypic stimula
tion of one Ab 1 by several Ab2s, hence, similar results would have been expected.
This .apparent discrepancy turns out to be due to the system dynamics.

The mere existence of certain stable attraetors (here localized memory-states)
does not imply that they are actually attained from ·other attract6rs following certain
perturbations. Thus the following question ·arises. What are tl'ie conditions that
assure that the localized memory-state will be attained following a perturbation of
the virgin-state? The previous claim (De Bo~r& Hogeweg, 1989b) was that one
either observes percolation ~r a return to the virgin-state. following such a per-
turbation. . . . '. ".

To answer this question for the present model, we incorporate the dynamics of
the immune response by extending the bell-shaped model with a simple equation
describing antigen removal:

da
-.=-kax t •
dt

The field of the Abl [eqn (8)] now becomes:

hI = mx2+ a.

(29)

(30)

All other fields remain the same.
The new system has been analyzed numerically in the case of the log-bell-shaped

modeL Two typical immune responses are shown in Fig. 4 for m =3, p = s = 1,
J.L = 0·5. In Fig. 4(a), 81 = 102

, 82 = 104
, and localized memory is achieved, whereas

in Fig. 4(b), 82 is increased ten-fold and weno~observepercolation. Both parameter
settings however. fulfill· the localization condition [eqn (27)], since they only differ
in (J~, and {}~ does not appear in eqn (27). The inequalities such aseqns (21), (23)
and (27) are necessary but no sufficient conditions for attainability. This is not
surprising since they only deal with the existence and neighborhood stability of the
equilibrium-state.

Percolation can develop if X3 is activated above threshold by a transiently large
value of X2. If X3 no lon.ger remains virgin, our equilibrium analysis is no longer
valid. Instead X3 activates X4 an4 an activation cascade can occur [Fig. 4(b)]. In
Fig. 5 we present several slices through the six-dimensional s; p; J.L; 81 ; 8'!; k
parameter space, and identify regions of different qualitative behaviors following
perturbation of the virgin-state by a maximal stimulatory dose of antigen given at
/=0 (aO=J818~). The alternatives depicted are that the system returns to the (1)
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FIG•.4. Immune responses to antigen. A network of eight clones rcesponc:ls,;t()~ stimulatory dose of
antigen Qo = "9,82 given at 1=0. Popul~tionsizesare shown as a function of time'lin days). Parameter
setting in (a): m = 3, S = 1, " =102

, '2'= 104~,p-:=1, JL =0·5, k =10-s;.in· .(oJ parameters are identical
except that 8

2
=105• . ,.',

J

virgin-state (white), or (2),at,~i~sthe localized memory-statef~,rAbl (grey), (3)
attains other localized acti1l~~ed,tst.at~s (hatched), or (4tl'e.~f()l~tes ("I~ck)i

The figure shows that dC!:cr~~i"gt~~s~)Urcestrengthsot.iiu::reasiI,l~Jhedeath rate
J.I. or the stimulation thte~1l~14'81~~":~!J, of which sho':l{d,f~Cilit;lt~the truth of
inequalities (23) and (27), also'tends,,;to;1;hicrease the occurrence ,of localized memory.
Increasing J.L has a major effect that can be seen by comp~ring the left and the right
panels in Fig. 5. We have it:tcreased s live-fold in the fourt'D:r9'V' of p3:ne1s; a further
increase of s would elimiJ!~~et~C;~Mit'gin.stateas a possible~~~d,y~~~te solution [cf.
eqn (6)]. The effect of incr~~~o881~~.pendson 92 : in~~~h'f'aI,lel t~~re seems to
be a linear relation betweenl~gNlz);!l~C!;iheminimal value~flog.(,QJ)Jha.t is required
for localized memory. Conver~,4'ly~:ch:an'gingthe lattice conne9tivi;ty.ltI, which is also
present in conditions (23) and (27), on~~'weaklyinfluences the attainment of localized
memory (m = 2, 3, 10 respectively in the three panels at the top).

Parameters that do not appear in the conditions (23) and (27) also influence
percolation. Decreasing :82 con-espondsto earlier onset of suppression: this favors
localized memory (see Fi'g.4 ~ri.d all panels in Fig. 5). Incre~~i~gthe rate of antigen
elimination {Ie. i.e. the pan.els.atthebpttom of Fig. 5)r~~<;es the attainment of
localized memory by incr~asing: the region in which ttl~ system returns to the
virgin-state. The parameter region where percolation occurs seem to increase if k
increases. A number of these observations can be substantiated by algebraic analysis
(Weisbuch& Neumann, submitted t9 Bull. math. Bioi.).

In our analysis we have only' concentrated on the sustained stimulation of the
Ab 1 lev~l. H'owe,ver, in the left bQttom panel of Fig. 5 .other localized activation
states were attained (e.g. at the Ab3 .ancj Ab5 level). These two cases are alsoshown
as time plots in Fig. 6. In a branching tree a set of localized activated-states can be
at any antibody level. If Ab; is activated, the level beyond, Ab i + t , is suppressed' in
a way very similar to the way the Ab2 level is suppressed by the Ab 1 clone in the
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FIG. 5. Conditions for aUainlnent of lh~ virgin-state (while), or of the 1l1enlory-state (graY't and for
percolation (black) after the introduction of antigen. In each panel 1*. and tJ~vary IOO·fold on a log.lrithlnic
sC.lte. The shading indicates thtfbehavior that isattaiiled'after ;()O ti'tne steps following a perturhation
of the vjrgin-state with a stimu tatory dose of antigen tin -= "t~J1; ~ The. diagonal shading corrc~ponds.to
other localiled-stal~s, i.c. Slates in "'hkh thc mc.nory rc~idc~ at 61nllth~r Ic\'c'l than the An 1 lc\'cl hel'
Fig. 6). The wide diagonal shading ('orrcsponds to mClllnry at the AhJ IC\'d, the dense diagonal shading
corresponds to mentOry 'it the Ab5 levcl. The left cohunn of panClsCtlrrcsponds to p = I, Jl ...;; U' 5, the
right column corresponds to l' = 1,5, J.l l. ."runllhc top to th~ hottoln we vary nl, .\. and k respectively.
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FIG. 6. Attaining other localized activated-states. A network of eight clones responds to a stimulatory
dose of antigen ao = J 8,82 given at t = o. Population sizes are shown as a function of time (in days).
Para~etet setting as in Fig. 4, but 81 =10) and 81 = lOS in (a) and 81 = 103 and 8~ =2·5 x 10s'in (b). In
(a) Ab3 attains an immune steady-state, in (b) 'Ab5 attains an immune steady~state.

localized t:Jlemory~state.The level belo'w the activated level, Ab i - t , is severely
suppr~ssed because it receives (m ~ 1) suppressive. inputs. As a consequence that
levelremail1s.small.en()ughtO.main~ainthe virgin-st~te:of.tbe.Ab;~:f.le.veL.Activated.·:.
states at various levels can:-be'attained' by varyingthe.antigendose\on.ly.. Thus, fOf:
each setting· of the parameters several attractors exist, and the 'dynamics with its
large amplitude transients determine which attractor is attained.

We conclude thal" both localized memory ,and percol~tion occur in this modeL
Wefhave not yet derived necessary and sufficient conditjons on the parameters for
attaining localized memory. Suffice to say that-Fig. 5 demonstrates that the conditions
for attaining the localized memory-state are considerably more seve,re than those
for its existence and local stability [Le. eqns (23) and (27)].

9. Discussion

In this paper we have shown for certain classes of modelsthat if idiotypic memory
is maintained bymore'than on.e Ab2, localized memory-states are possible in which
only the Abl' and the Ab2 clones are 'activated. Localization comes about despite
the presence of high affinity connections ' between' the activated Ab2s and Ab3s.
These results thus provide a counter example to the problem of percolation raised
by DeBoer & Hogeweg (1989b). We show that, following perturbation with antigen,
both percolation and localized memory are possible dynamical behaviors of this
model.

We have described three parameter regimes corresponding .to virgin, localized
memory, and percolation behaviors. De Boer & Hogeweg (1989b), studying similar
models, missed detecting the second regime, which for their parameters mighr-have
been small; see the bottom panels in Fig. 5. Having a simple model that could be
analyzed mathematically, in this case the piece-wise linear one, gave us hints to the
existence of localized memory-states in the more realistic log bell-shaped model.
Thus, even though we do not propose the piece-wise linear model as a realistic
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immunological model, we believe it and other si~ple models to be valuable in
guiding research.

Our main result concerns the existence of localized memories. A consequence of
localization is robustness. Introduction of a novel antigen does not interfere with
previously established memories as long as the patches of activation of the antigens
are sufficiently distinct. In fact, knowing the minimal distance between these islands,
one is able to estimate thenumber,ofmernory islands that could coexist in a network
(Weisbuch, 1990). This type of localized memory is diflerentfrom the distributed
memories obtained with neural networks (Hopfield, 1982). In this respect our view
differs from that of Varela et aL (1988) and Parisi (1990) who hypothesize that
immunological memory is distributed.

Our results are consistent with empirical data on the generation of an anti-idiotypic
immune response. Th.eseres'ponses are usually observed only if antibody is intro
duced in a high dose in combination with adjuvant. Indeed, introduction of an Ab 1
antibody does not easily lead to an Ab3 response in· vivo (Cohen, 1989). Other data
however show that in vivo idiotypic cascades do sometimes propagate further than
two levels. One exampl'e is the studies by Kearney & Vakil (1986) who can influence
adultAb 1 responses by neonatal manipulation with either Ab2, AbJ, or Ab4. Several
immunologists would argue that this reflects a difference between developing and
mature immune systems (Coutinho, 1989).

We have shown that for certain regions of the parameter space memory remains
localized~and that for other regions percolation occurs due to large transients during
the immune response to antigen. The results presented here are only a first step,
owing·to the considerable shnplificationsin our models, our limited 'exploration of
the parameter settings, and the uncertainties concerning the antigen removal and
dynamics of clonal responses in vivo. The present results at least indicate that
idiotypic memory is possible if the immune-state of the Ab 1 is maintained by several
Ab2s.
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tions on this paper. This paper was conceived during a visit of RdB to the Ecole Normale
Superieure and a; visit of OW to the Santa Fe Institute. This work was supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, the Santa Fe Institute, and by Inserm grant 879002. Th:e Laboratoire
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